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Abstract
Detecting causality or the happens before relation between events in a distributed system is a
fundamental building block for distributed applications. It was recently proved that this problem
cannot be solved in an asynchronous distributed system in the presence of Byzantine processes,
irrespective of whether the communication mechanism is via unicasts, multicasts, or broadcasts.
In light of this impossibility result, we turn attention to synchronous systems and examine the
possibility of solving the causality detection problem in such systems. In this paper, we prove
that causality detection between events can be solved in the presence of Byzantine processes in a
synchronous distributed system. The positive result holds for unicast, multicast, as well as broadcast
modes of communication. We prove the result by providing an algorithm. Our solution uses the
Replicated State Machine (RSM) approach and vector clocks.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Causality is an important tool in understanding and reasoning about distributed execu-
tions [32]. Lamport formulated the “happens before” or the causality relation, denoted
→, between events in a distributed system [20]. Given two events e and e′, the causality
detection problem asks to determine whether e → e′. There are many applications of causality
detection including determining consistent recovery points in distributed databases, deadlock
detection, termination detection, distributed predicate detection, distributed debugging and
monitoring, and the detection of race conditions and other synchronization errors [18].

The causality relation between events can be captured by tracking causality graphs [7],
scalar clocks [20], vector clocks [5, 8, 22], and several other variants of logical clocks such
as hierarchical clocks [35], plausible clocks [34], dotted version vectors [30], interval tree
clocks [1], logical physical clocks [19], Bloom clocks [16, 23], incremental clocks [33], and
resettable prime clocks [17, 29]. Some of these variants track causality accurately while
others introduce approximations and inaccuracies as trade-offs in the interest of savings on
the space and/or time and/or message complexity overheads. As stated by Schwarz and
Mattern [32], the search for the holy grail of the ideal causality tracking mechanism is on.
These above works in the literature assume that processes are correct (non-faulty). The
causality detection problem for a system with Byzantine processes was recently introduced
and studied in [25].
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11:2 Detecting Causality in the Presence of Byzantine Processes

The related problem of causal ordering of messages asks that if the send event of message
m happens before the send event of message m′, then m′ should not be delivered before m
at all the common destinations of m and m′. Under the Byzantine failure model, causal
ordering has recently been studied in [2] for broadcast communication and in [24, 26, 27] for
unicast, multicast, as well as broadcast communication.

1.2 Contributions

It was recently proved that the problem of detecting causality between a pair of events cannot
be solved in an asynchronous system in the presence of Byzantine processes, irrespective of
whether the communication is via unicasts, multicasts, or broadcasts [25]. In the multicast
mode of communication, each send event sends a message to a group consisting of a subset
of the set of processes in the system. Different send events can send to different subsets
of processes. Communicating by unicasts and communicating by broadcasts are special
cases of multicasting. It was shown in [25] that in asynchronous systems with even a single
Byzantine process, the unicast and multicast modes of communication are susceptible to false
positives and false negatives, whereas the broadcast mode of communication is susceptible to
false negatives but no false positives. A false positive means that e ̸→ e′ whereas e → e′ is
perceived/detected. A false negative means than e → e′ whereas e ̸→ e′ is perceived/detected.

1. In light of the impossibility result for asynchronous systems, this paper examines the
solvability of causality detection in synchronous systems in the presence of Byzantine
processes.

2. We prove that causality detection between events can be solved in the presence of
Byzantine processes in a synchronous system. We provide an algorithm that solves the
causality detection problem. The positive result holds for unicasts, multicasts, as well as
broadcasts. Our solution uses the Replicated State Machine (RSM) approach [31], which
works only in synchronous systems, in conjunction with vector clocks.

3. This is the first paper to establish this result. The paper uses a simple combination of
RSMs and vector clocks and is yet significant, similar to results in [8, 22,32], because it
establishes a fundamental possibility result about causality detection in the presence of
Byzantine processes in a synchronous system.

4. The results for multicasts, unicasts, and broadcasts are summarized in Table 1. In a
system with n application processes, our RSM-based solution uses 3t+ 1 process replicas
per application process, where t is the maximum number of Byzantine processes that can
be tolerated in a RSM. Thus, there can be at most nt Byzantine processes among a total
of (3t+ 1)n processes partitioned into n RSMs of 3t+ 1 processes each, with each RSM
having up to t Byzantine processes. By using (3t+ 1)n processes and the RSM approach
to represent n application processes, the malicious effects of Byzantine process behaviors
are neutralized.

Roadmap. Section 2 gives the system model. Section 3 formulates the problem of detecting
causality in the presence of Byzantine processes. Section 4 proves the results outlined under
“Contributions” above. Section 5 gives a discussion and concludes.
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Table 1 Detecting causality between events under different communication modes in asynchronous
and synchronous systems. F P is false positive, F N is false negative. F P /F N means no false
positive/no false negative is possible.

Mode of Detecting “happens before” Detecting “happens before”
communication in asynchronous systems in synchronous systems
Multicasts Impossible [25] Possible, Theorem 11

F P, F N F P , F N

Unicasts Impossible [25] Possible, Corollary 12
F P, F N F P , F N

Broadcasts Impossible [25] Possible, Corollary 13
F P , F N F P , F N

2 System Model

This paper deals with a distributed system having Byzantine processes which are processes
that can misbehave [21,28]. A correct process behaves exactly as specified by the algorithm
whereas a Byzantine process may exhibit arbitrary behaviour including crashing at any point
during the execution. A Byzantine process cannot impersonate another process or spawn
new processes.

The distributed system is modelled as an undirected graph G = (P,C). Here P is the set
of processes communicating in the distributed system. Let |P | = n. C is the set of (logical)
communication links over which processes communicate by message passing. The channels
are assumed to be FIFO. G is a complete graph.

The distributed system is assumed to be synchronous, i.e., there is a known fixed upper
bound δ on the message latency, and a known fixed upper bound ψ on the relative speeds of
processors [6]. In contrast, an asynchronous system has been defined as one in which there
is no upper bound on the message latency and on the relative speeds of processors [6]. A
synchronous system guarantees that the relative speeds of non-faulty processors and messages
is bounded, and this is equivalent to assuming that the system has synchronized real-time
clocks [31].

Let ex
i , where x ≥ 1, denote the x-th event executed by process pi. An event may be an

internal event, a message send event, or a message receive event. Let the state of pi after
ex

i be denoted sx
i , where x ≥ 1, and let s0

i be the initial state. The execution at pi is the
sequence of alternating events and resulting states, as ⟨s0

i , e
1
i , s

1
i , e

2
i , s

2
i . . .⟩. The sequence of

events ⟨e1
i , e

2
i , . . .⟩ is called the execution history at pi and denoted Ei. Let E =

⋃
i{Ei} and

let T (E) denote the set of all events in (the set of sequences) E. The happens before [20]
relation, denoted →, is an irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive partial order defined over
events in a distributed execution that is used to define causality.

▶ Definition 1. The happens before relation → on events T (E) consists of the following
rules:
1. Program Order: For the sequence of events ⟨e1

i , e
2
i , . . .⟩ executed by process pi, ∀ x, y

such that x < y we have ex
i → ey

i .
2. Message Order: If event ex

i is a message send event executed at process pi and ey
j is

the corresponding message receive event at process pj, then ex
i → ey

j .
3. Transitive Order: If e → e′ ∧ e′ → e′′ then e → e′′.

▶ Definition 2. The causal past of an event e is denoted as CP (e) and defined as the set of
events {e′ ∈ T (E) | e′ → e}.
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3 Problem Formulation

The problem formulation is done similar to the way in [25]. An algorithm to solve the
causality detection problem collects the execution history of each process in the system and
derives causal relations from it. Ei is the actual execution history at pi. For any causality
detection algorithm, let Fi be the execution history at pi as perceived and collected by
the algorithm and let F =

⋃
i{Fi}. F thus denotes the execution history of the system as

perceived and collected by the algorithm. Analogous to T (E), let T (F ) denote the set of all
events in F . Analogous to Definition 1, the happens before relation can be defined on T (F )
instead of on T (E). With a slight relaxation of notation, let T (Ei) and T (Fi) denote the set
of all events in Ei and Fi, respectively.

Let e1 → e2|E and e1 → e2|F be the evaluation (1 or 0) of e1 → e2 using E and F ,
respectively. Byzantine processes may corrupt the collection of F to make it different from E.
We assume that a correct process pi needs to detect whether ex

h → e∗
i holds and e∗

i is an event
in T (E). If ex

h ̸∈ T (E) then ex
h → e∗

i |E evaluates to false. If ex
h ̸∈ T (F ) (or e∗

i ̸∈ T (F )) then
ex

h → e∗
i |F evaluates to false. We assume an oracle that is used for determining correctness

of the causality detection algorithm; this oracle has access to E which can be any execution
history such that T (E) ⊇ CP (e∗

i ).
Byzantine processes may collude as follows.

1. To delete ex
h from Fh or in general, record F as any alteration of E such that ex

h → e∗
i |F = 0,

while ex
h → e∗

i |E = 1, or
2. To add a fake event ex

h in Fh or in general, record F as any alteration of E such that
ex

h → e∗
i |F = 1, while ex

h → e∗
i |E = 0.

Without loss of generality, we have that ex
h ∈ T (E) ∪ T (F ). Note that ex

h belongs to
T (F ) \ T (E) when it is a fake event in F .

▶ Definition 3. The causality detection problem CD(E,F, e∗
i ) for any event e∗

i ∈ T (E) at a
correct process pi is to devise an algorithm to collect the execution history E as F at pi such
that valid(F ) = 1, where

valid(F ) =
{

1 if ∀ex
h, e

x
h → e∗

i |E = ex
h → e∗

i |F
0 otherwise

When 1 is returned, the algorithm output matches the actual (God’s) truth and solves
CD correctly. Thus, returning 1 indicates that the problem has been solved correctly by the
algorithm using F . 0 is returned if either

∃ex
h such that ex

h → e∗
i |E = 1 ∧ ex

h → e∗
i |F = 0 (denoting a false negative), or

∃ex
h such that ex

h → e∗
i |E = 0 ∧ ex

h → e∗
i |F = 1 (denoting a false positive).

Using the state-machine replication approach, we show that F at a correct process can
be made to exactly match E, hence there is no possibility of a false positive or of a false
negative.

4 Solution based on Replicated State Machines (RSMs)

4.1 Background on RSMs
The discussion in this section is based on the survey by Schneider [31]. A process execution
is modelled as the actions of a finite state machine. Two basic requirements are: (O1: FIFO
order) Messages issued by a client to a state machine are processed in the order issued, and
(O2: Causal order) If a message m1 issued to a state machine sm by client c could have
caused (i.e., causally preceded) a message m2 issued by client c′ to sm, then sm processes
m1 before m2.
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A t-tolerant version of a state machine is implemented by replicating that state machine
and running a state machine replica smr on different processors in an ensemble. If each
replica run by a correct processor starts in the same initial state and executes the same
requests in the same order, then each replica will execute the same step at each transition
and produce the same output. Under Byzantine failures, an ensemble implementing a t

tolerant RSM must have at least 2t+ 1 replicas and the output of each (correct) replica in
the ensemble is the output produced by t+ 1 replicas. To ensure that all replicas’ actions
and transitions are coordinated, all replicas in an ensemble must receive and process the
same sequence of messages. This can be expressed as two requirements.

Agreement: Every non-faulty replica receives every message.
Total order: Every non-faulty replica processes the messages it receives in the same order.

Agreement requires that (IC1) for each message sent by a replica, all non-faulty replicas of the
destination process agree on the contents of the message, and (IC2) if the transmitting replica
is non-faulty, then all non-faulty replicas of the destination process use the transmitter’s value
as the one on which they agree. Any of the Byzantine agreement protocols in the literature
can be used [21, 28]; they all require that the total number of replicas (of the destination
process) is at least 3t + 1. Furthermore, no deterministic algorithm can implement state
machine replication, which requires agreement or consensus, in an asynchronous system [9].
So we assume a synchronous system.

Total order can be satisfied by assigning unique identifiers to messages sent and having the
receiver’s smrs process the messages as per a total order relation on these unique identifiers.
For the RSM of application process pj , its various 3t+1 smrs are denoted smrj,w. A message
is defined to be stable at smrj,w once no message from a correct sender process replica (across
all sender processes from various sender process ensembles) having a lower unique identifier
can be subsequently delivered to smrj,w. Total order is implemented by requiring a replica
process to next process the stable request with the smallest stable identifier. Mechanisms for
generating unique identifiers satisfying FIFO and causal order are given by Schneider [31].
These mechanisms are based on synchronized real-time clocks (which guarantees O1 and
causal order O2 implicitly), or based on receiver replica-generated unique identifiers; the latter
approach also requires for maintaining FIFO order and causal order (O1 and O2) that once
a transmitter replica starts disseminating a message, it performs no other communication
until the current message has been delivered to every receiver replica that is a destination of
the current message. In a system with Byzantine processes, the replica-generated unique
identifiers approach along with using the assumptions on synchronized real-time clocks can
satisfy the total order. But note here that the requirement of synchronized real-time clocks
forces us to assume a synchronous system.

4.2 Adapting RSMs to Our Solution
In our system model having n application processes, each process pi modelled as a RSM is
replicated 3t+ 1-way as pi,1, . . . , pi,3t+1 and these processes form the ensemble pi. Various
RSM ensembles communicate in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner with each other. When a
RSM ensemble sends/receives a message, it is referred to as a sender/receiver RSM ensemble.
Thus in a system having n application processes, there are (3t+ 1)n processes (i.e., replicas)
partitioned into n RSM ensembles and each ensemble can have at most t Byzantine processes.
Each pi,a, i.e., smri,a, uses a sequence number denoted seqi,a that is incremented for each
message that it sends/multicasts as a sender RSM replica. The (3t + 1)n processes can
be viewed as running in an application layer that is above the RSM layer which provides
Agreement and Total Order.

TIME 2023
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Using the implementation of RSMs described by Schneider or any of the subsequent
implementations proposed since then, Agreement and Total Order are guaranteed. Further-
more, Total Order is guaranteed in a receiver RSM ensemble for messages from multiple
sender RSM ensembles. In addition, when each replica in the sender RSM ensemble does a
multicast, the following version of the Agreement property needs to be implemented.

Agreement−M : Every non-faulty replica in every RSM ensemble that is included in the
destination set of a multicast/broadcast receives the message multicast/broadcast.

Agreement-M requires that (IC1-M) for each message sent by a replica, all non-faulty replicas
of the destination processes of a multicast/broadcast agree on the contents of the message,
and (IC2-M) if the transmitting replica is non-faulty, then all non-faulty replicas of the
destination processes of a multicast/broadcast use the transmitter’s value as the one on
which they agree.

When a RSM replica receives a message from the RSM layer satisfying Total Order and
Agreement/Agreement-M, we say that the message is TOA-delivered to that RSM replica.
Under Byzantine failures, an ensemble implementing a t tolerant RSM in a system model
disallowing cryptography must have at least 3t+ 1 replicas and the output of each (correct)
replica in an ensemble is the output produced by a majority = t+ 1 replicas. Henceforth, we
treat majority as having the value t+ 1. Since we are using RSMs for “clients” and “servers”
in P2P mode, whenever a correct receiver replica is TOA-delivered (gets) t + 1 identical
messages M from the replicas of a sender ensemble, the (correct) receiver replica delivers the
message to the layer above. We say that a message M is SR-delivered to a RSM replica if
majority = t+ 1 identical copies of the message having the same seqj,∗ from the replicas of a
sender ensemble j have been TOA-delivered to it. On SR-delivery of a message to a RSM
replica, that replica makes the next transition according to the local state machine. The
Agreement and Total Order properties guarantee that if smri,a SR-delivers such a message,
then every other correct receiver replica smri,y in that ensemble will also SR-deliver that
same message M in exactly the order and sequence it was SR-delivered by smri,a. Note that
there are at least t+ 1 votes for this message M from the sender replica ensemble and since
there are at most t Byzantine processes in the sender replica ensemble, their state machines
can send only up to t messages (for any particular sequence number seqj,∗ from the sender
ensemble j) that are received by smri,a and that differ from the majority value of M received
t+ 1 times by smri,a.

When smri,a sends a message to pj at the application level, it sends it to all replicas
smrj,b. When smri,a SR-delivers a message, a receive event is said to have occurred at the
application level. Henceforth, we also refer to smri,a as pi,a and RSM i as pi.

4.3 Data Structures and Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is an online algorithm in which each correct replica pi,a records in F =
⋃

k{Fk}
its view of the execution history of RSM pk via lines 1-21. This recording of F in the local
replica is done by piggybacking control information on the application messages; no extra
messages are used. There is also a module in Algorithm 1 lines 22-26 that takes as input
two events ex

h and e∗
i and produces output from {true, false} giving ex

h → e∗
i |F . Theorem 9

shows that the set of events in E matches the set of events recorded in F , even though E is
never recorded and is accessible only to an oracle. Next we show in Theorem 11 that using
the output of the algorithm lines 22-26 function test, and Theorem 9, the causality detection
problem is solved by Algorithm 1’s recording of F and function test using this F , i.e., there
are no false positives nor false negatives.
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Algorithm 1 Processing of control information and testing for ex
h → e∗

i . Code at process
pi,a.

Data: Each process pi,a maintains (i) an integer seqi,a, (ii) F which is the union of
sequences Fk (history of events at pk) for all k, (iii) integer matrix
LASKALSJ [n, n], (iv) integer matrix V [|T (Fi)|, n].

Input: ex
h, e∗

i

Output: ex
h → e∗

i |F ∈ {true, false}

1 when pi,a needs to send application message M to pj,∗: ▷ Each other correct pi,a′

state machine will execute likewise
2 seqi,a = seqi,a + 1
3 append current send event to Fi; (∀k)V [seqi,a, k] = maxeventID(Fk)
4 (∀k) include history from Fk after event LASKALSJ [j, k] in inc_F

5 (∀k) LASKALSJ [j, k] = maxeventID(Fk)
6 send (M, inc_F, seqi,a, j) to each pj,∗ via RSM layer (to satisfy RSM Total Order and

Agreement for receiver ensemble pj)

7 when pi,a needs to send application message M to each pj,∗ for each pj ∈ G: ▷ Each
other correct pi,a′ state machine will execute likewise

8 seqi,a = seqi,a + 1
9 append current send event to Fi; (∀k)V [seqi,a, k] = maxeventID(Fk)

10 (∀k) include history from Fk after event minpj ∈G(LASKALSJ [j, k]) in inc_F

11 (∀pj ∈ G)(∀k) LASKALSJ [j, k] = maxeventID(Fk)
12 send (M, inc_F, seqi,a, G) to each pj,∗ for each pj ∈ G via RSM layer (to satisfy RSM Total

Order and Agreement−M for each receiver ensemble pj)

13 when (M, inc_F, seqj , i/G) is SR-delivered to pi,a from pj : ▷ Happens when t + 1
identical copies of (M, inc_F, seqj , i/G) for seqj (which equals seqj,∗) are
TOA-delivered from pj,∗

14 for all k do
15 if maxeventID(Fk) < maxeventID(inc_Fk) then
16 append history of events ⟨maxeventID(Fk) + 1, . . . , maxeventID(inc_Fk)⟩ from

inc_Fk to Fk

17 seqi,a = seqi,a + 1
18 append current receive event to Fi; (∀k)V [seqi,a, k] = maxeventID(Fk)

19 At internal event at pi,a:
20 seqi,a = seqi,a + 1
21 append current internal event to Fi; (∀k)V [seqi,a, k] = maxeventID(Fk)

22 To determine ex
h → e∗

i at correct state machine pi,a via call to test(ex
h → e∗

i ):
23 if ex

h is in Fh and ∗ ≤ maxeventID(Fi) then
24 return(ex

h → e∗
i |F ) ▷ the test is whether V [∗, h] ≥ x

25 else
26 return(false)

Algorithm 1 gives the processing of control information done at a RSM replica pi,a. Each
RSM replica maintains the following data structures.
1. An integer seqi,a, initialized to 0, that gives the sequence number of the latest local event

at pi,a.
2. A local F that is a set of sequences Fk. F contains pi,a’s view of the recorded execution

history Fk of each RSM pk.

TIME 2023
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3. An integer matrix LASKALSJ [n, n], where LASKALSJ [j, k] gives the sequence number
of the latest send event by pk (as per/from the local Fk) at the point in time of the last
send event to pj,∗.
This data structure is for efficiently identifying to send to pj only the incremental updates
that have occurred to the local Fk at pi,a for each other process pk, that need to be
transmitted to the destinations pj of a message send event since pi,a’s last send to pj .

4. pi,a also maintains an auxiliary integer matrix V [|T (Fi)|, n], where V [s, k] is maxeventID-
(Fk) in F (es

i,a), i.e., the highest sequence number in Fk(∈ F ) when the sth local event
es

i,a was executed at pi,a.
Lines 1-6 give the processing for sending a unicast. If multicast can be implemented as a set
of independent unicasts, similar code (but with a single increment in line 2) can be executed
for sending to each destination of the multicast group. Otherwise a multicast send processing
can be implemented via lines 7-12. When a message along with the incremental update
inc_F (containing the incremental updates for all pk as per the sender) is SR-delivered to
a RSM replica, it updates its Fk as shown in lines 13-18. A broadcast is a special case of
multicast and is hence handled as a multicast. The test for the happens before relation using
V is given in lines 22-26.

In the auxiliary matrix V at pi,a, row V [w] is the vector timestamp [8,22] of event ew
i,a

and could be stored along with the event in Fi. V [w, j] at pi,a identifies (gives the sequence
number of) the event at the surface of the causal past cone of event ew

i,a at RSM pj . At
event seqi,a for each type of event (unicast send (line 3), multicast send (line 9), delivery
(line 18), internal (line 21)), V [seqi,a, k] for all k is set to maxeventID(Fk). V is used only
to implement the test ex

h → e∗
i , viz., V [∗, h] ≥ x.

4.4 Correctness Proof
Events such as ex

h with a single subscript which denotes the application-level process ID of ph,
are at the application level or RSM-ensemble level. Events such as ex

h,a with two subscripts
denote events at smrh,a, i.e., ph,a, the individual state machine sm of replica a of RSM ph

in its RSM ensemble. Next, we adapt the definitions of E, of the happens before relation,
and of causal past to abstract away the RSM details.

▶ Definition 4. Define E_RSM to be the set of all events {ex
h} such that the events ex

h,a

have occurred at at least majority (= t+ 1) number of processes ph,a.

▶ Definition 5. The happens before relation →RSM on events in E_RSM (which occur in
ensembles of RSMs) consists of the following rules:
1. Program Order: For the sequence of events ⟨e1

i , e
2
i , . . .⟩ executed by RSM ensemble

process pi, ∀ x, y such that x < y we have ex
i →RSM ey

i .
2. Message Order: If event ey

j is a message receive event executed at RSM ensemble
process pj (i.e., at at least a majority of processes pj,b) and there is a corresponding RSM
send event ex

i in RSM ensemble pi (i.e., there are at least a majority events ex
i,a that are

the corresponding message send events at processes pi,a to RSM ensemble pj), we have
ex

i →RSM ey
j .

3. Transitive Order: If e →RSM e′ ∧ e′ →RSM e′′ then e →RSM e′′.

▶ Definition 6. The RSM-causal past of an event e ∈ E_RSM is denoted as CP_RSM(e)
and defined as the set of events {e′ ∈ E_RSM | e′ →RSM e}.

In the causality graph (E_RSM,→RSM ), there is a RSM-causal path from any event in
CP_RSM(e) to e comprised of program order edges and message order edges.
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▶ Lemma 7. An event ex
h ∈ E_RSM occurs at each correct process ph,z in the RSM ensemble

ph.

Proof. By definition, an event ex
h ∈ E_RSM occurs at at least majority (= t+ 1) processes

ph,a in the RSM ensemble ph. As at least one of these majority processes ph,a′ must be correct
and executes ex

h,a′ , and from the Agreement/Agreement-M and Total Order properties of the
RSM, each correct smr ph,z will behave identically to ph,a′ and will execute ex

h,z. ◀

▶ Lemma 8. An event ex
h,z that occurs at a correct process ph,z also occurs as event ex

h in
the RSM ensemble ph.

Proof. As the RSM ensemble works in perfect unision, an event ex
h,z that occurs at a correct

process ph,z also occurs at all the correct replicas in RSM ensemble ph and thus at at least
majority replicas in that ensemble. Then by Definition 4, the event is also said to occur as
ex

h in RSM ensemble ph. ◀

▶ Theorem 9. For an event e at a RSM pi (e must occur at each correct process pi,z by
Lemma 7), the set of events T (F ) when e is executed at each correct pi,z is CP_RSM(e).

Proof. There are two parts to this theorem.
1. If an event belongs to CP_RSM(e), the event must belong to T (F ) when event e is

executed at correct process pi,z.
If event ex

h ∈ CP_RSM(e) then ex
h must be genuine (not fake) and there is a “RSM-

causal path” from ex
h to e in (E_RSM,→RSM ). Such a RSM-causal path is comprised of

program order edges and message order edges. For each message order edge under →RSM

corresponding to a message hop along such a causal path, there are at least majority
(= t+ 1) edges under → from each of the at least majority (= t+ 1) correct processes
in the sender RSM ensemble to the at least majority (= t+ 1) correct processes in the
receiver RSM ensemble. Furthermore, for each program order edge at pj under →RSM

along the RSM-causal path, all the correct processes in the pj ensemble preserve the
content of F at the previous event along the corresponding program order edge under →.
Information about ex

h gets propagated via inc_Fh and Fh along all such message order
edges and program order edges through the processes pj along the “RSM-causal path”
from ex

h to e and gets inserted in Fh at pi,z, as can be seen from lines (1-6) (for unicasts)
or (7-12) (for multicasts), and lines (13-18). Once an entry is inserted in Fh at a correct
process, it is never deleted. Note, event e ∈ E_RSM and is specifically some event ey

i

that, by Lemma 7, must also occur as ei,z (or ey
i,z) at each correct process pi,z. Thus

ex
h ∈ CP_RSM(e) implies ex

h is in Fh when e is executed at pi,z.
2. If an event e′ belongs to T (F ) when event e is executed at correct process pi,z (the event

e must also occur at RSM ensemble process pi by Lemma 8), the event e′ must belong to
CP_RSM(e).
For event ex

h in Fh when e∗
i,z occurs at pi,z, there are two cases: h = i and h ̸= i.

a. First consider h = i. ex
i,z (as ex

i ) must have been inserted in Fi at ex
i,z only in line

3 (for unicast send event) or line 9 (for multicast send event) or line 18 (for receive
event) or line 21 (for internal event), and is never deleted by the correct process pi,z as
per the algorithm code. Clearly by Lemma 8, ex

i,z and e∗
i,z and all events in between

at pi,z must have occurred at RSM ensemble process pi as pi,z is a correct process.
As there exist program order edges under →RSM from ex

i to e∗
i and pi,z is a correct

process, it must be that ex
h=i ∈ CP_RSM(e∗

i ).
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b. Consider now h ̸= i. Set y to ∗, i′ to i, z′ to z.
As event ex

h is in Fh when ey
i′,z′ occurs at correct process pi′,z′ , then ex

h could have
been inserted only in line 16 on the SR-delivery of a message m at an event e1i′,z′ in
the causal past of ey

i′,z′ (along program order edges under → or under →RSM ) that
resulted from the TOA-delivery from some (at least majority) of processes pj,a that
sent at event ew

j . As at least majority (= t+ 1) processes in the preceding sender RSM
ensemble reported the same inc_F in the same message for the message to have been
SR-delivered to pi,z, the impact of Byzantine processes in the ensemble is filtered out.
By Lemma 8 note that receive event e1i′ occurs at RSM ensemble pi′ because e1i′,z′

occurs at a correct process. Also, send event ew
j at RSM pj must have occurred as at

least a majority of processes pj,a sent m, and so ew
j must have occurred at all correct

processes pj,c in the ensemble pj . The message m corresponds to a message order edge
under →RSM . Moreover the send event ew

j at RSM pj belongs to CP_RSM(ey
i′) (and

hence to CP_RSM(e∗
i,z = e) by transitivity because ey

i′ ∈ CP_RSM(e) as per the
previous invocation (if any) of this case 2b). ex

h must have existed in Fh at the time
these correct pj,c sent m at ew

j,c. There are two subcases: j ̸= h and j = h.
i. j ≠ h. Invoke case 2b but with y set to w, i′ set to j, z′ set to c. This case gets

invoked at most n− 1 times as there are n− 1 processes (RSMs) pj (j ̸= h) in the
system and ex

h gets added to Fh at correct replica processes c of any particular pj

at most once.
ii. j = h: ex

h must have been inserted in Fh at ex
h(=j),c in line 3 (for unicast send event)

or line 9 (for multicast send event) or in line 18/21 at a receive/internal event, at
ph, i.e., at each correct pj,c. Clearly by Lemma 8, ex

j,c and ew
j,c and all events in

between at pj,c must have occurred at RSM ensemble process pj(=h) as pj,c is a
correct process and hence there exist program order edges under →RSM from ex

j(=h)
to ew

j . Moreover such an event e′ (or ex
h) must belong to CP_RSM(ew

j ) (and hence
to CP_RSM(e∗

i,z = e) by transitivity because ew
j ∈ CP_RSM(e) as shown above

for case 2b of this invocation).
Combining transitively the above case invocations, it follows that event ex

h is in Fh

when e = e∗
i,z is executed at pi,z implies ex

h ∈ CP_RSM(e) and ex
h cannot be fake.

Both parts of the theorem thus stand proved. ◀

Next we adapt the definition of the CD problem to deal with the RSM approach. We
assume an oracle that is used for determining correctness of the causality detection algorithm
at p∗

i,z; this oracle has access to E_RSM which can be any downward-closed superset of
CP_RSM(e∗

i ). Also let F (e∗
i,z) be the value of F at pi,z when e∗

i,z is executed.

▶ Definition 10. The causality detection problem CD(E_RSM,F (e∗
i,z), e∗

i,z) for any event
e∗

i,z at a correct process pi,z (where e∗
i ∈ E_RSM) is to devise an algorithm to collect the

execution history of events E_RSM as F (e∗
i,z) at pi,z such that valid(F ) = 1, where

valid(F ) =
{

1 if ∀ex
h, e

x
h → e∗

i,z|E_RSM = ex
h → e∗

i,z|F
0 otherwise

When 1 is returned, the algorithm output matches God’s truth and solves CD correctly.
Thus, returning 1 indicates that the problem has been solved correctly by the algorithm
using F . 0 is returned if either

∃ex
h such that ex

h → e∗
i,z|E_RSM = 1 ∧ ex

h → e∗
i,z|F = 0 (denoting a false negative and

(E_RSM ∩ CP_RSM(e∗
i,z)) \ T (F (e∗

i,z)) ̸= ∅), or
∃ex

h such that ex
h → e∗

i,z|E_RSM = 0 ∧ ex
h → e∗

i,z|F = 1 (denoting a false positive and
T (F (e∗

i,z)) \ E_RSM ̸= ∅).
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Algorithm 1 produces the output of ex
h → e∗

i |F at pi,a (lines 22-26) via recording F (lines
1-21). Theorem 9 showed that the set of events in E_RSM matched the set of events
recorded in F , even though E_RSM is never recorded and is accessible only to an oracle.
Next we show in Theorem 11 that using the output of the algorithm and Theorem 9, the
causality detection problem CD(E_RSM,F (e∗

i,z), e∗
i,z) is solved, i.e., there are no false

positives nor false negatives.

▶ Theorem 11. There are neither false negatives nor false positives in solving causality
detection as per Algorithm 1 for the multicast mode of communication in synchronous systems.

Proof. This theorem has two parts – no false negatives and no false positives – and the
proof leverages the two cases in the proof of Theorem 9 which cover the multicast mode of
communication. Recall our assumption in Definition 10 that pi,z is a correct replica. By
Lemma 8, event e∗

i,z occurs as e∗
i in E_RSM . In what follows, we use CP_RSM(e∗

i,z)
instead of CP_RSM(e∗

i ) to emphasize that the reasoning is at e∗
i,z at pi,z.

1. (E_RSM ∩ CP_RSM(e∗
i,z)) \ T (F (e∗

i,z)) = ∅. This follows from the first case of
Theorem 9 proof because each event in CP_RSM(e∗

i,z) belongs to T (F ) at e∗
i,z. Let

ex
h ∈ CP_RSM(e∗

i,z). The causality test in lines 22-26 of Algorithm 1 will return true
because ex

h ∈ T (F ) at e∗
i,z and V [∗, h] = maxeventID(Fh) (when ex

h was added to T (F )
at pi,z at or before e∗

i,z occurred) ≥ x. Hence ̸ ∃ex
h such that ex

h → e∗
i,z|E_RSM = 1∧ex

h →
e∗

i,z|F = 0. Hence there are no false negatives.
2. T (F (e∗

i,z)) \E_RSM = ∅. This follows from the second case of Theorem 9 proof because
each event in T (F (e∗

i,z)) must also belong to CP_RSM(e∗
i,z) which is a subset of E_RSM

by definition. For the causality test of ex
h → e∗

i at pi,z in lines 22-26 of Algorithm 1,
consider the two cases: ex

h is in Fh and not in Fh. If ex
h is not in Fh, then by case 1 of

Theorem 9 proof, ex
h ̸∈ CP_RSM(e∗

i,z) and the test correctly returns false. If ex
h is in Fh,

then by case 2 of Theorem 9 proof, ex
h ∈ CP_RSM(e∗

i,z) and V [∗, h] = maxeventID(Fh)
(when ex

h was added to T (F ) at pi,z at or before e∗
i,z occurred) ≥ x. Hence the test

correctly returns true. Hence ̸ ∃ex
h such that ex

h → e∗
i,z|E_RSM = 0 ∧ ex

h → e∗
i,z|F = 1.

Hence there are no false positives.
The theorem follows. ◀

As unicast and broadcast are special cases of multicast, the prevention of false positives
and of false negatives for multicasts implies the prevention of false positives and of false
negatives for unicasts and for broadcasts also. Thus we have the following corollaries to
Theorem 11.

▶ Corollary 12. There are neither false negatives nor false positives in solving causality
detection as per Algorithm 1 for the unicast mode of communication in synchronous systems.

▶ Corollary 13. There are neither false negatives nor false positives in solving causality
detection as per Algorithm 1 for the broadcast mode of communication in synchronous systems.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

We proposed a RSM-based algorithm for solving the causality determination problem CD in
synchronous systems that can have at most nt Byzantine processes among a total of (3t+ 1)n
processes partitioned into n ensembles of 3t+ 1 processes each with each ensemble having up
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to t Byzantine processes. By using (3t+ 1)n processes and the RSM approach to represent n
application processes, the malicious effects of Byzantine process behaviors are neutralized.
This is true irrespective of whether the communication mode is by unicasting, multicasting,
or broadcasting. The RSM approach works only in synchronous systems. This result is in
contrast to the impossibility result for solving the CD problem in asynchronous systems in
the presence of even a single Byzantine process [25]. It would be interesting to determine
whether the CD problem can be solved in synchronous systems in the presence of Byzantine
processes using a direct approach without using RSMs.

Detecting causality between a pair of events is a fundamental problem [32]. Other
problems that use this problem as a building block include the following:

detecting the interaction type between a pair of intervals at different processes [10],
detecting the fine-grained modality of a distributed predicate [3, 14], and data-stream
based global event monitoring using pairwise interactions between processes [4],
detecting causality relation between two “meta-events” [11,13,15], each of which spans
multiple events across multiple processes [12].

It can be shown that these problems in Byzantine failure-prone synchronous systems are
solvable because they are reducible to causality detection in the presence of Byzantine
processes in synchronous systems.

Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering of messages under unicast mode or multicast mode
of communication has been proved to be unsolvable in asynchronous systems [26,27]. Two
forms of safety – strong safety (or unconditional safety) and a weaker form of safety called
weak safety were defined [26], and it was also shown that Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering
under broadcast mode of communication in asynchronous systems cannot satisfy strong
safety [26] (in a system model in which cryptographic techniques are not allowed). Neither
can the algorithm given in [2] for the broadcast mode of communication satisfy strong safety.
Algorithms to provide weak safety and liveness of Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering were
provided for synchronous systems in [24,27] (implicitly for unicast mode, multicast mode,
and broadcast mode). The use of the RSM approach can be seen to implicitly provide strong
safety and liveness of Byzantine-tolerant causal ordering (of unicast mode, multicast mode,
and broadcast mode of communication) in synchronous systems as order requirement O2
(Causal order) of the RSM specification is satisfied.
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